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What are the physical processes responsible for squall line organization ?

Interactions between wind shear and cold pool spreading
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Cold Pool wins Shear winsEquality

Subcritical Optimal Supercritical

What are the regimes of development of Squall Lines ? 



Questions

A. What sets tropical squall lines orientation, and why ?  
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B. What is the effect of the orientation on extreme precipitations ?  
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Rotunno, Klemp, Weisman (RKW) 1988, 
 Robe & Emmanuel, 2001

Hypothesis for Orientation of Squall Lines

Cold Pool wins Shear winsEquality

Subcritical Optimal Supercritical
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• Basal velocity Usfc : [0 , 20] m/s, 
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Methodology



Wind Direction

Cloud Resolving Model Overview

How to measure orientation of Squall Lines ?



Problem : Lines are moving, and often form arcs and bands

Wind Direction

Cloud Resolving Model Overview



Autocorrelation  : a useful mean to detect invariant and regularity of image

Autocorrelation Image
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 1. Calculate the autocorrelation image

For each time step

P(θ) = ∫x ∫y
Gθ(x, y) * A(x, y)dxdy

Angle Measurement Procedure

2. Compute the convolution between 
the gaussian and the autocorrelation 3. Obtain Angle Distribution



Sub-critical regime Super-critical regimeOptimal case

Angle Results



Hypothesis : Conservation of the projected shear near the optimal value

Conservation of the shear ?
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Conservation of the shear ?

Theory



Good agreement with 
RKW 1988 Theory 

Abramian et al 2021, 
Geophysical Research Letter

Hypothesis : Conservation of the projected shear near the optimal value

Conservation of the shear ?

Theory

Simulation
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How do Extremes of Precipitation evolve with Squall Lines regime ?

Theory

Simulation
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Theory

Simulation

99.9th Percentile



Increase in the  
sub-critical regime

Maximun in the  
critical regime

Constant in the 
super-critical regime

How do Extremes of Precipitation evolve with Squall Lines regime ?

99.9th Percentile



Increase of 40%

Remain 30% 
superior

How do Extremes of Precipitation evolve with Squall Lines regime ?



Robust at higher percentile

Why ?

How do Extremes of Precipitation evolve with Squall Lines regime ?



P ∼ ϵp ∫ ρw
−∂q*

∂z
dz ∼ ϵpC

Precipitation efficiency (microphysic) Condensation rate

ρw(z)
q*(z)

z

z + ρw(z)dt

q*(z + dz̃) < q*(z)

z + dz̃
Not all the droplets 

make it to the ground

Stay in 
the cloud Evaporate

Scaling for Extreme Precipitations (Muller & Takayabu 2020)



δP ∼ δϵp + δC

Scaling for Extreme Precipitations (Muller & Takayabu 2020)



δP ∼ δϵp + δC

Condensation is sensitive 
to squall line regime

Scaling for Extreme Precipitations (Muller & Takayabu 2019)
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δC ∼ δ∫ ρw
−∂q*

∂z
dz ∼ ∫ {δ(ρw)

−∂q*

∂z
+ (ρw)δ

−∂q*

∂z
}dz

δP ∼ δ{ϵp ∫ ρw
−∂q*

∂z
dz}

Thermodynamics Contribution

ρw(z)
q*(z)

z

z + ρw(z)dt

q*(z + dz̃) < < q*(z)

z + dz̃

Dynamics Contribution

ρw(z)
q*(z)

z

z + ρw(z)dt

q*(z + dz̃) < q*(z)

z + dz̃

Scaling for Extreme Precipitations (Muller & Takayabu 2019)



δP ∼ δϵp + δC

δP ∼ δϵp + ∫ δρwdq + ∫ δdqρw

Scaling for Extreme Precipitations (Muller & Takayabu 2019)



δP ∼ δϵp + δC

δP ∼ δϵp + ∫ δρwdq + ∫ δdqρw

Scaling for Extreme Precipitations (Muller & Takayabu 2019)



Contribution that mainly explains change in extreme precipitation

Dynamic

Thermo-
dynamic

Micro-
physics

 What physical mechanisms control the behavior of these contributions ?



Physical Processes

Dynamic Contribution 

Microphysic & Thermodynamic Contributions



w2(z) ∼ w2
trig + 2CAPE(z)

δw ∼ ∫ wtrig
Δwtrig

w2
+ ∫

ΔCAPE
w2

Derived differential

Conversion of 
Potential Energy to 

Kinetic Energy

Bottom heavy profiles

Dynamic Contribution

1
2

w2(z) = ∫ dCAPE(z)



The Convective triggering 
intensity of the vertical 
velocity is driving the 

dynamic 

δw ∼ ∫ wtrig
Δwtrig

w2
+ ∫

ΔCAPE
w2

Dynamic Contribution

Triggering velocity is 
saturated

CAPE constant



Dynamic Contribution

Triggering velocity mainly depends on the convergence perpendicular to the line 
Exceeding momentum is transferred to tangential component

wtrig wtrig wtrig

Increase and saturation beyond critical due to triggering by convergence 

Subcritical Critical Supercritical



Physical Processes

Dynamic Contribution 

Microphysic & Thermodynamic Contributions



Microphysic & Thermodynamic Contributions
ϵ ∼

P
C

∼
Qp

C
×

P
Qp

Conversion from cloud to 
precipitating condensates

Precipitating condensates 
reaching the ground

Conversion dominates

• Thermodynamic is weak (below 10%) 
• Consistent with near surface humidity increase 

∫ ρwΔ
−dq*

dz
dz ∼ ρw500Δqsfc

*



Conclusion

1.  Theory fo Squall Line Orientation is verified 

2. Extremes of Precipitations are sensitive to the regime of 
development of Squall Lines 

3. Contributions that mainly explain variations in precipitation 
extremes are (1) Dynamic, (2) Microphysic and (3) 
Thermodynamic 

4. Change Triggering velocity (1) 

5. Change in conversion rates (2) and near surface humidity (3)
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To be submitted, Abramian, Muller, Risi 2022, JAMES



Perspective

Fiolleau, T., & Roca, R. (2013). An algorithm for the detection and tracking of tropical 
mesoscale convective systems using infrared images from geostationary satellite. IEEE 
transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing

Stevens, B., et al (2019). DYAMOND: the DYnamics of the Atmospheric general circulation 
Modeled On Non-hydrostatic Domains. Progress in Earth and Planetary Science,

 Explore Squall Lines and MCSs in Dyamond-NextGEMS (SAM) 
using the tracking algorithm TOOCAN 

How these new generation climate models can help 
us understand the life cycle of MCSs ?

Theoretical 
framework

Deep Learning  
Deep Convolutionnal Neural 

Network (Pytorch)

DeepMind, (2021), Skilful precipitation nowcasting using deep generative models of radar, 
Nature



Thank you ! 

Contact info : Sophie Abramian 
sophie.abramian@gmail.com

My personal website

Abramian et al 2021 
Geophysical Research Letter

Any questions ?
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